
ESCI 386 – IDL Programming for Advanced Earth Science Applications 

Lesson 9 – Structures 

 

Reading:  Bowman, Chapter 9 

 

GENERAL 

• A structure is a “container” that can hold data of different types (as opposed to arrays, 

whose elements must all be of the same data type). 

• There are two types of structures: 

o Named Structures – Have a name that defines the pattern or template of the 

structure, and can be used to create new structures based on the template. 

o Anonymous Structures – Do not have  a name, and cannot be used as a template to 

create other structures. 

• Named and anonymous structures are used the exact same way, and there is essentially 

no difference in their use other than that mentioned above. 

 

CREATING AND ACCESSING ANONYMOUS STRUCTURES 

• To create an anonymous structure called me that contains information about me, you 

would do 

me = { first_name: ‘Alex’, middle_name: ‘Joseph’,    

last_name: ‘DeCaria’, age: 46, weight: 195, height: 71.75 } 

• This is an anonymous structure because we haven’t included a structure name in 

structure definition. 

• The tag names in this structure are first_name,  middle_name,  last_name,  age, 

weight, and height. 

• To access the data within the structure you give the name of variable containing the 

structure and a  tag name.  For example, 

print, me.middle_name => ‘Joseph’ 

print, me.age => 46 

print, me.height => 71.75 
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• The data can also be changed.  For example, if I went on a diet and lost 10 pounds I 

could do 

me.weight = me.weight – 10 

print, me.weight => 195 

• The data within a structure can also be referenced using a tag number, rather than a 

tag name. 

• For example, if I want to get the age field from the structure, instead of using 

print, me.age 

I could instead use 

print, me.(3) 

since the age field has a tag number of 3. 

o Note that you must use parenthesis around the tag number, and NOT square 

brackets. 

o Tag numbers start with 0 for the first tag name, and increase sequentially in the 

order that the tag names were defined. 

 

CREATING AND ACCESSING NAMED STRUCTURES 

• To create the template for a named structure you do it just like for an anonymous 

structure, only you include a structure name in the structure definition. 

• Using the same example that we did above for the anonymous structure, we would type 

me = { person, first_name: ‘Alex’, middle_name: ‘Joseph’,    

last_name: ‘DeCaria’, age: 46, weight: 205, height: 71.75 } 

• This is a named structure because we’ve included a structure name (in this case it is 

person.) 

• Once I’ve defined a named structure, I can create more instances of it based on the 

template.  For example, if I wanted to create a structure containing information about 

other family members, I would first do 

father = { person } 

o This creates the structure for my father’s information.  I now need to add data to it. 

father.first_name = ‘Victor’ 

father.middle_name = ‘’ 
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father.last_name = ‘DeCaria’ 

father.age = 85 

etc. 

• Using the template, I could create an instance of the structure for every member of my 

family: 

mother = { person } 

mother.first_name = … 

mother.middle_name = … 

mother.last_name = … 

brother = { person } 

brother.first_name = … 

brother.middle_name = … 

brother.last_name = … 

 

STORING STRUCTURE DEFINITIONS IN A SEPARATE FILE 

• Named structure definitions can be stored in a separate file. 

• As an example, let’s say we want a structure template that will contain a U.S. city and 

information such as its state, latitude, longitude, population, and elevation. 

The file would look like 

PRO city__define 

data = { city, name: ‘’, state: ‘’, latitude: 0.0, longitude: 

0.0, elevation: 0 } 

END 

o Note that there are two underscores in the definition name! 

o Also note that we have indicated the data types for the various tag names, using ‘’ 

to indicate string data, 0 to indicate integer data, and 0.0 to indicate floating-point 

data. 

• We would save this file as ‘city__define.pro’, again with two underscores in the 

name. 
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• If from the command line we then start creating instances of this structure for various 

cities, such as 

slc = { city } 

then IDL automatically finds the file containing our structure definition and creates an 

instance of it with blank data. 

 

ARRAYS OF STRUCTURES 

• Arrays of structures are very useful.  As an illustration, assume that we want to create 

an array called cities, each element of which contains a structure with information 

about that city. 

• The easiest way to create an array of structures is using the REPLICATE() function as 

follows: 

cities = REPLICATE( {city}, 3 ) 

which creates a three element array, each with an instance of the city structure.  We can 

then populate the array with data as follows: 

cities[0].name = ‘Salt Lake City’ 

cities[0].state = ‘Utah’ 

cities[0].latitude = 40.78 

cities[0].longitude = -111.77 

cities[0].elevation = 1286 

cities[1].name = ‘Denver’ 

cities[1].state = ‘Colorado’ 

cities[1].latitude = 39.87 

cities[1].longitude = -104.67 

cities[1].elevation = 1640 

cities[2].name = ‘Ogden’ 

cities[2].state = ‘Utah’ 

cities[2].latitude = 41.2 

cities[2].longitude = -112.02 

cities[2].elevation = 1362 

• We can now use all the array function and procedures. 
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o For example, if I wanted to list the cities in order of increasing elevation, I could do 

a = sort(cities.elevation) 

print, cities[a].name => Salt Lake City  Ogden  Denver 

o If I wanted to list only the cities in Utah I could do 

a = where(cities.state eq ‘Utah’) 

print, cities[a] => Salt Lake City  Ogden 

o We could have even filled in the data fields for all the elements of the structure 

array using array expressions such as 

cities.name = [‘Salt Lake City’, ‘Denver’, ‘Ogden’] 

cities.state = [‘Utah’, ‘Colorado’, ‘Utah’] 

cities.latitude = [40.78, 39.87, 41.2] 

etc. 

• If I wanted to add an additional city to the array, I could do 

cities = [ cities, {city} ] 

cities[n_elements(cities)].name = ‘Boise’ 

cities[n_elements(cities)].state = ‘Idaho’ 

etc. 

 

OTHER STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS 

• Using help with the /structure keyword will list the name of the structure (if not 

anonymous), the tag names, and the data types and values for data within a structure. 

help, me, /structure 

returns 

 
** Structure PERSON, 6 tags, length=48, data length=48: 
   FIRST_NAME      STRING    'Alex' 
   MIDDLE_NAME     STRING    'Joseph' 
   LAST_NAME       STRING    'DeCaria' 
   AGE             LONG                46 
   WEIGHT          LONG               205 
   HEIGHT          FLOAT           71.7500 

• The N_TAGS() function returns the number of tags in the structure. 
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• The TAG_NAMES() function returns a string with all the tag names for the structure 

o If called with the /structure_name keyword, it will also return the structure 

name (for a named structure only). 

 

MANY IDL SYSTEM VARIABLES ARE ACTUALLY STRUCTURES 

• IDL system variables such as !p and !values are actually structures.  That is why 

they are accessed with the dot-operator. 

• For example, if you do 

help, !values, /structure 

you get 

** Structure !VALUES, 4 tags, length=24, data length=24: 
   F_INFINITY      FLOAT               Inf 
   F_NAN           FLOAT               NaN 
   D_INFINITY      DOUBLE            Infinity 
   D_NAN           DOUBLE                 NaN 

 


